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A C A D E M Y

+  BASIC HAIRSTYLING



ABOUT
VIOZ ACADEMY

AT VIOZ Academy, we balance our training with 70% focus of practical and 
30% focus on theory. The theory builds the knowledge foundation and with 
regular practice practical brings the actual art to the student

Theory
The trainer will share the theory behind every theme and would also demon-
strate the same on a model. The theory part includes an extensive compen-
dium and oral lectures where focus is on styles, techniques, products, product 
ingredients and much more.

Practical
They say practice is the basic formula to hone any skill and make up is no 
exception. Once the theory part is completed; the students will be divided in 
pairs or groups and would be assigned pre-decided assignments to help 
them practice the theory they just learnt. The trainer follows, corrects and 
supervises the students’ work on both models and face charts.

Evaluations and exams
Every student would go through a theory as well as practical exam where 
their work would be evaluated and professional photographs are taken for 
the students’ portfolios.
It’s not about who tops the class but without putting the skills to the test, it will 
be difficult even for the student to know where they stand with respect to their 
skill level. Every student will be evaluated in theoretical knowledge, practical 
skills and creativity.

Diploma, portfolio and the future
All the students who passed successfully are provided with Diploma and their 
respective portfolios pictures. Being in the industry and having a reputed 
name as an academy, we get a lot of enquiries and we try to help you further 
your career as a professional artist.

A C A D E M Y



Intoduction/Hygiene/Tools/Products/Skin Type/Undertone & Shades
Types of foundation/ Color correcting/ Concealing/Counture balance
Facial shape analysis/Corrective makeup/Face sclupting (face charts)
Corrective Makeup- Highlight, Shadow & Blush
Eyebrows- Shaping Filling Coloring
Eyebrows+Foundation+contouring+highliting+blush
Corrective eyeshsdow
Eyeliner- Natural+Fashion+Glamour
Full Face Complexion +Corrective shadow + Eyeliner
Lip Correction- Red+Pink+Nude
Face Chart
Natural/Day Makeup
Glamour/Evening Makeup
Smokey Eye Look
Makeup for Photography
Makeup for Men
TV Flim - Newspaper
Practice+Query Day 
Fundamental Written Exam
Fundamental Exam (Day and Evening makeup)

BASIC TO ADVANCE MAKEUP
+ BASIC HAIRSTYLING

MODULE

FEE INR 80,000/- OFFER : INR 49,000/-

COURSE DURATION 2 Months 11 am to 2 pm

We are offering a FLAT 20% discount on all course fees
Additional Seasonal Discount of 10% if you book your seat in May & 
June, 2022
Take up a simple online test to qualify for an additional scholarship of 
Rs 3000/-

WHY TO JOIN NOW ?
OFFER 1
OFFER 2
OFFER 3



KEY FEATURES

Live Classes. Q&A session. Vioz Academy
affiliated with cyberninza.

High expert
celebrity trainers.

Certificate , diploma,
advance diploma and

master course.

Course fee is very low
compared to other

international courses.

Internship provided
to all students.

Job placement is
very good

(100% assistance).

Lifetime membership
for all courses. Workshops EMI & Offers Scholarship

Study Materials Certificate verification
Facility
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RZ-36A, First Floor, Main Road, Opp. Dwarka Flyover Pillar no 42, Palam Colony, New Delhi- 110045
www.viozacademy.com | info@viozacademy.com | +91-981101 8359


